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-On the web, use the chat box at the bottom left of the screen 
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Agenda 

A. Background – The TEFRA Audit Rules 

B. CPAR -- The New Rules 

C. Application of Election Out Rules to S 
Corporations 

D. Determining Whether to Elect Out/Planning 
Issues 



Background – The TEFRA 
Audit Rules 
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The TEFRA Audit Rules 

• The 1982 Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act 
(“TEFRA”) contained a special set of rules for audits of 
partnerships. 

• These are generally referred to as the TEFRA rules or 
the TEFRA audit rules. 

• Prior to these rules, the IRS did not have an easy way 
to audit a partnership. 

• Generally, if the IRS identified a partnership that it 
wanted to audit, it would attack at the partner level 
and conduct audits of the partners. 
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The TEFRA Audit Rules 

• This often led to inconsistencies – audits and appeals 
might be in different locations for different partners; ruling 
law might be different; and the statute of limitations might 
be closed for some partners and not others. 

• The TEFRA rules allowed the IRS to audit the partnership 
directly.  Moreover, each partner was required to treat 
partnership items consistently. 

• So, if the IRS was successful in the audit of a partnership 
item, the partnership would file amended returns and each 
partner was required to report the change consistently. 
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Example -- TEFRA Rules 

• Newco is an LLC taxed as a partnership.  It is formed in 
2015 with 50 partners.  In that year, Newco reported 
$5 million in depreciation deductions which it allocated 
to its partners. 

• In 2016, the IRS audits Newco and determines that the 
depreciation related to a power facility that was not 
placed in service until 2016. 

• Newco appeals the determination, but in 2017, after 
going through appeals, Newco agrees to the 
adjustment.   
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Example -- TEFRA Rules 

• As part of the settlement, Newco issues amended K-1s 
to each partner that reverses the depreciation 
deduction.  It also issues amended 2016 K-1s, 
correcting the depreciation taken in that year. 

• Note that, per the TEFRA rules, each partner is required 
to take a consistent position with these amended K-1s 
(or disclose that they are taking inconsistent positions). 

• The IRS did not have to perform 50 separate audits to 
achieve this result. 
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GAO Summary of TEFRA Audit 
Rules 
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TEFRA Rules -- Flaws 

• Complicated – lots of time spent litigating whether 
something was a partnership item (and governed by 
TEFRA) or a partner item (not governed by TEFRA), as well 
as statute of limitation issues. 

• TMP – TEFRA created the “tax matters partner” who the 
IRS can look to during the audit to authorize various 
actions on behalf of the taxpayer.  The TEFRA left little 
protection for partners if the TMP did not notify them of an 
audit.  Moreover, the IRS often found it hard to identify who 
was the TMP so that it could communicate with the 
partnership. 
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TEFRA Rules -- Flaws 

• Practical Matters –  

• The IRS simply unable to transfer audit adjustments 
to partners, especially in the case of tiered 
partnerships. 

• Even when this is possible, if there are enough 
partners the net adjustment may be so small that 
the IRS does not consider it worthwhile to pursue. 

• Very low audit rates for high-asset-value 
partnerships, especially when compared to 
similarly-sized corporations. 



CPAR -- The New Rules 

15 



The New Rules 

1. Basics 

2. Audit Rules 

3. Settlement/Payment 

4. Coverage/Election Out 

5. Push-Out Election 

16 
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The New Rules – Basics 
• Enacted on November 2, 2015, as part of the Bipartisan 

Budget Act of 2015. 

• Is effective for partnership tax years beginning after 2017. 

• BUT – may be able to elect to apply new rules to earlier 
years. 

• Estimated to raise $9.3 billion in tax revenue over first 10 
years. 

• Repeals the TEFRA rules and creates new terms and rules, 
located in Code Sections 6221 through 6241. 

• The IRS refers to the new rules as the “Centralized 
Partnership Audit Regime” (“CPAR”). 
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The Audit Rules – General 

• Like TEFRA, the IRS will audit and litigate 
partnership items at the partnership level. 

• BUT – unlike TEFRA, liability is asserted 
against the partnership itself at the highest 
applicable tax rate. 

• HUGE CHANGE IN TAX LAW!!! 
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The New IRS Regulations 

Four large sets of proposed regulations have been issued: 

• June 13, 2017 – a 277-page of proposed regulations to 
govern many aspects of the new rules 

• November 30, 2017 – rules address some international 
partnership tax aspects 

• December 19, 2017 – rules addressing aspects of the 
“push out” election 

• January 2, 2018 – rules for electing out of CPAR entirely 

These regulations take an even more tortuous 
interpretation of the new statute than many had predicted. 
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CPAR Rules – the PREP 

• Instead of a TMP, each partnership will designate a 
“partnership representative” (“PREP”) who will have the 
sole authority to act on behalf of the partnership in any 
IRS audit. 

• Unlike the TMP, the PREP need not be a partner or 
member of the partnership, but does have to have a 
“substantial presence” in the U.S. 
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The Audit Rules – the PREP 

• If the partnership fails to designate a PREP, the IRS can 
designate “any person” to act as the PREP. 

• Key – do not neglect this.  Although a partnership 
agreement need not designate the PREP, the GP or 
manager can and should designate a PREP if only to 
block the IRS from picking one. 
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The Audit Rules -- Consistency 

• After the final resolution of an audit, all partners are 
bound by that determination. 

• Partners do not have the right to participate in a 
proceeding or receive notice of the same – this is 
another change from TEFRA. 

• Partners can file a notice of inconsistent position. 
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The Audit Rules -- Terms 

• “reviewed year” – the year under audit. 

• “adjustment year” – the year in which the adjustment 
for the reviewed year occurs. 

• Can happen by settlement or court decision in the 
case of an adjustment stemming from an audit. 

• Can also be the year in which an adjustment is 
made because the partnership requests an 
administrative adjustment (i.e., tantamount to an 
amended return). 
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Settlement/Payment 

• Any adjustment is assessed in the adjustment year, not 
the reviewed year. 

• Example:   IRS audits Newco in 2020 for its 2018 
tax year.  In 2021, IRS proposes a net adjustment 
to the 2018 tax year and Newco concedes.  The tax 
liability is assessed in the 2021 tax year. 

• Moreover, the tax liability – the “imputed 
underpayment amount” – is assessed against the 
partnership, not the partners. 
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• “imputed underpayment amount” (“IUA”) – the net 
non-favorable adjustment to the partnership tax year, 
multiplied by the highest applicable tax rates in section 
1 or 11 of the Code. 

• Thus, for the first time, income taxes are assessed at 
the entity level and not at the partner level. 

Settlement/Payment – IUA 
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• Note that penalties are also determined at the 
partnership level.  However, the push out rules bring 
back partner-level defenses to penalties. 

• Only the partnership statute of limitations controls. 

• For example, the 6-year substantial understatement 
statute of limitations is determined at the 
partnership level, not the partner level. 

Settlement/Payment – IUA 
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Settlement/Payment – IUA 
• Statute provides that the following should be taken into 

account in calculating the IUA : 

• if a portion of any reallocation would go to a tax-
exempt entity; 

• if ordinary income amounts are allocable to a C 
corporation; 

• if capital gain or qualified dividends are allocable to 
individuals; and 

• if there are reallocations from one partner to 
another that results in a decrease income/gain or a 
decrease in deductions/losses/credits. 
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Settlement/Payment – Returns 

• The wording of the statute created an ambiguity 
because it did not appear to explicitly relieve the 
partners of their customary obligation to pay taxes on 
behalf of the partnership. 

• The proposed regulations issued by the IRS clarify this 
matter and, unless the partnership elects out of CPAR 
or makes the push out election, it appears that 
partners of a partnership will not be liable for 
adjustments arising from audits. 
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Settlement/Payment – Returns 

• So it is now clear that if the partnership agrees to an 
adjustment and pays it, the partners will never have to 
file amended returns. 

• However, partners from the reviewed year can file 
amended returns and pay their corresponding  liability 
and this payment can offset the payment that the 
partnership would otherwise owe. 

• Note that will the IRS cannot require partners to file 
amended returns, the partnership agreement could.  
Conversely, the partnership agreement could mandate 
that partners need never file amended returns. 
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Settlement/Payment 
Example 1 - Partnership Adjustments that Result in an Imputed 
Underpayment:   

• Partnership reports on its 2019 partnership return ordinary 
income of $300, long-term capital gain of $125, long-term 
capital loss of $75, and a depreciation deduction of $100.  

• The IRS determines ordinary income of $500 ($200 
adjustment), long-term capital gain of $200 ($75 
adjustment), long-term capital loss of $25 ($50 adjustment), 
and a depreciation deduction of $70 ($30 adjustment).  

• The adjustments are part of the “residual grouping”. The 
adjustment to ordinary income and the depreciation 
deduction are grouped together in an ordinary subgrouping 
within the residual grouping and netted with each other 
because they are both ordinary in character and neither is 
subject to differing restrictions or limitations. 
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Example 1 (continued): 

• The decrease in the depreciation deduction is treated as an 
increase in income of $30. Thus, $200 (adjustment to 
ordinary income) plus $30 (depreciation adjustment treated 
as increase in income) yields $230 of additional income in the 
ordinary subgrouping within the residual grouping. 

• For similar reasons, the adjustments to long-term capital gain 
and long-term capital loss are grouped together in a long-
term capital subgrouping within the residual grouping and 
netted with each other. For purposes of netting, the decrease 
in capital loss is treated as an increase in income of $50. 

 

 

Settlement/Payment 
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Example 1 (continued):   

• Thus, $75 (long-term capital gain adjustment) plus $50 
(long-term capital loss adjustment) yields $125 of additional 
income in the long-term capital subgrouping within the 
residual grouping.  

• With respect to the ordinary subgrouping, the $230 
adjustment to ordinary income is a net positive adjustment 
for that subgrouping and is added to the $125 of additional 
income in the long-term capital subgrouping, for a total 
netted partnership adjustment of $355. The total netted 
partnership adjustment is multiplied by 40 percent (highest 
tax rate in effect), which results in $142. 

 

Settlement/Payment 
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Points to consider: 

• Each imputed underpayment is calculated solely with respect to 
a single taxable year. 

• Grouping of adjustments by category: (1) “Reallocation” (2) 
Credits; (3) “Residual”. 

• Within Residual Grouping, items are subgrouped for character 
and holding period. 

• NO NETTING of subgroups or groups! 

• Only positive adjustments are used in determining the imputed 
underpayment. 

• “Imputed Underpayment Amount” (“IUA”) – the non-favorable 
adjustment to the partnership tax year, multiplied by the highest 
applicable tax rates in section 1 or 11 of the Code. 

Settlement/Payment 
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Example 2 - Modification of Imputed Underpayment:   

• The IRS initiates an administrative proceeding with respect to 
Partnership’s 2019 taxable year. Partnership has two equal 
partners during its 2019 taxable year: an individual, A, and a 
partnership-partner, B.  

• For 2019, B has two equal partners: a tax-exempt entity, C, 
and an individual, D. The IRS mails a NOPPA to Partnership 
for its 2019 taxable year showing a single partnership 
adjustment increasing Partnership’s ordinary income by $100, 
resulting in a $40 imputed underpayment ($100 total netted 
partnership adjustment multiplied by 40 percent). 

 

 

Settlement/Payment 
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Example 2 continued:   

• Partnership requests modification under Treas. Reg. §301.6225-

2(d)(3) with respect to B’s partner, C, a tax-exempt entity.  

• Partnership’s partnership representative provides the IRS with 
documentation that C is a tax-exempt entity that is not subject 
to tax with respect to its share of the partnership adjustment. 

• IRS approves the modification and the $25 increase in ordinary 
income allocable to C is not included in the calculation of the 
total netted partnership adjustment. Partnership’s total netted 
partnership adjustment is reduced to $75 ($100 adjustment less 
C’s share of the adjustment, $25), and the imputed 
underpayment is reduced to $30 (total netted partnership 
adjustment of $75, after modification, multiplied by 40%). 

 

Settlement/Payment 
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Points to consider: 

• Adjustment for amended return filed by a Reviewed 
Year partner. 

• Adjustment for tax-exempt partner. 

• Adjustment for C corporation partner. 

• “Other” modifications on a case by case basis as 
approved by the IRS. 

Settlement/Payment 
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Coverage 

• The new rules only apply to certain partnerships.  If a 
partnership qualifies, it can elect out on its tax return. 

• If the election is effective, the partnership will not be 
subject to the new rules and, because the TEFRA rules 
are repealed for all purposes, will not be subject to 
those rules either. 

• Effectively, an electing out partnership can go back to 
the “bad old days” when the IRS had to audit individual 
partners. 

• The specifics of the election out are covered 
immediately after the slides addressing the push out 
election. 
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Push-Out Election 

• Another alternative is the so-called “push-out” election. 

• Under this approach, the partnership makes a special 
election without 45 days of receiving a final partnership 
administrative adjustment (“FPAA”). 

• The partnership then issues “statements” (i.e., akin to 
amended K-1s) to the partners for the reviewed year 
reflecting the FPAA. 
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Push-Out Election 

• But, for the reviewed year partners it is not as simple as 
determined the additional tax liability in the reviewed year 
and paying the tax. 

• Each partner also has to take into account any tax liabilities 
in the interim years as a result of the effect of the resulting 
change in tax attributes in the reviewed year. 

• The sum of such liabilities, plus penalties, plus interest in 
due in the year in which the statement is issued. 

• And, the interest rate is 2% points higher than whatever 
interest rates would otherwise apply. 
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Push-Out Election 

• The push-out election does save the partnership from 
paying entity-level taxes and places the burden for 
those taxes on the reviewed year partners, which 
seems fairer. 

• But the interest rate increase has to be taken into 
account, and the complicated tax liability calculations 
that are needed. 

• Even with these hurdles, it may be more equitable 
(from the partnership’s perspective) to make this 
election and it may be simpler than setting up an 
indemnity regime to recover these amounts. 
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Example 1 – Push Out of Partnership Adjustments:   

• Partnership has two equal partners for 2020 tax year A (an 
individual) and B (a partnership).  B has two equal partners, C and 
D. 

• IRS mails an FPAA on June 1, 2023, increasing ordinary income by 
$500,000 and asserting an imputed underpayment of $200,000.  
Partnership does not petition to tax court and adjustment becomes 
final on August 30, 2024. 

• Partnership makes a timely election under section 6226 to push out 
the underpayment. Due date for calculation to partners and the IRS 
is 60 days after adjustment becomes final, October 29, 2024. 

• Due date of the Adjustment Year return is March 15, 2024 (can be 
extended to September 15, 2024). 

 

 

Push-Out Election 
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Example 1 – Push Out of Partnership Adjustments (continued):   

• Statements to A and B each reflect adjustment of $250,000 of 
ordinary income. 

• A (the individual) taxes the adjustment into account on its 2023 
Form 1040. 

• B (the upper tier partnership) must either make a payment based 
on the adjustment, or furnish a statement to its partners that held 
an interest in the pass through partner at any time during the year 
to which the adjustments relate. 

• Statements from B to C and D (B’s partners), must be issued before 
the due date for B’s Form 1065 for the Adjustment Year. 

• If C and D receive the statements after their return due date for the 
Adjustment Year, they have 30 days to report and pay the tax. 

 

 

Push-Out Election 



The IRS issued proposed regulations covering a variety of international 
partnership tax issues: 

• Withholding taxes generally are not within CPAR, but the IRS can conduct a 
partnership-level audit of withholding obligations under existing law. 

• Creditable foreign tax expenditures and the indirect foreign tax credit can be 
audited at the partnership level under CPAR. 

• The IRS is seeking guidance on how to take into account possible 
modifications to the imputed underpayment rate to reflect the status of non-
US partners and for tax rates determined under tax treaties. 

• If the IRS conducts a withholding tax audit and collects withholding tax from 
the partnership, that adjustment is ignored for purposes of any imputed 
underpayment under the CPAR rules. 

• If the IRS conducts a CPAR audit and collects an imputed underpayment 
from the partnership for an amount subject to withholding, the IRS will 
credit that amount. 

International Aspects 

44 
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Electing out of the New Centralized 

Partnership Audit Regime 

By: Brian T. Lovett, CPA, JD, CGMA 
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Electing out of the New 

Centralized Partnership Audit 

Regime 

Overview of TD 9829 and the 

Opt Out Provisions 
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Treasury Decision 9829 
 

Issued on January 2, 2018 

Addresses many comments received after temporary regulations 
were released on June 14, 2017 

Final regulations under Reg. §301.6221(b)-1 were made effective 
the same day 

The final regulations outline the rules and requirements for a 
partnership seeking to opt out of the new CPAR 
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Election under §6221(b) 
 

§6221(b) provides for an election out of the CPAR for certain 
partnerships 
 Partnership is required to furnish 100 or fewer statements under §6031(b) 

 Specifies partner types that will qualify 

Election must be made with a timely filed return and must include 
certain disclosures 

Partnership must notify partners of the §6221(b) election 
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Final Regulations – Reg. §301.6221(b)-1 

Final regulations address the three broad areas: 
 Determining the number of partners; 

 Determining what partners are eligible; and 

 Mechanics of making an election 

Under the regulations, only an eligible partnership would be able 
to elect out of the Centralized Partnership Audit Regime  

If a partnership elects out, the IRS is left auditing and assessing tax 
against the partners themselves 

NOTE – IRS has indicated that one area of focus will be 
partnerships that elect out of the CPAR 
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Eligible Partnership – Reg. §301.6221(b)-

1(b)  

Under the final regulations, an eligible partnership: 

 Has 100 or fewer eligible partners, and 

• Based on the number of K-1s required to be filed under §6031(b) 

 Each K-1 is furnished to a partner that was an eligible partner for the 
partnership’s entire taxable year 

Special rules for S corporations to be discussed later 
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Eligible Partnership – Example 1 

During its 2020 partnership tax year, Partnership has four partners.  
Two of the partners are Spouse 1 and Spouse 2, who are married 
to each other during all of 2020.  Each spouse owns a separate 
interest in Partnership.  The other two partners are unmarried 
individuals.  Under §6031(b), Partnership is required to furnish a 
separate statement to each individual partner, including separate 
statements to both Spouse 1 and Spouse 2.  As a result, 
Partnership must issue 4 K-1s under §6031(b) and therefore has 4 
partners for purposes of calculating the total number of partners 
for tax year 2020. 
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Eligible Partnership – Example 2 

At the beginning of 2020, Partnership has three partners -  
individuals A, B and C.  Each owns an interest in the partnership.  
On June 30, 2020, Individual A dies and A’s interest in Partnership 
becomes an asset of A’s estate.  A’s estate owns the interest for the 
remainder of the tax year.  On September 1, 2020, B sells his 
interest in Partnership to individual D, who holds the interest for 
the remainder of the year.  How many partners will Partnership be 
deemed to have for tax year 2020? 

Partnership must furnish 5 K-1s under §6031(b) – one each to A, 
Estate of A, B, C and D.   Therefore, Partnership will have 5 
partners for 2020 
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Eligible Partnership – Example 1 

 

During its 2020 partnership tax year, Partnership has two partners, 
A, an individual, and E, the estate of a deceased partner.  Estate E 
has 10 beneficiaries.  Under §6031(b), Partnership is only required 
to furnish two statements, one to individual A and to estate E.  
Partnership does not need to consider the statements that estate 
E may need to furnish to its partners and Partnership will have 2 
partners 
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Eligible Partners 
 

As mentioned earlier, only partnerships with 100 or fewer eligible 
partners will be able to opt out of the CPAR under Sec. 6221(b) 

Reg. §301.6221(b)-1(b)(i) gives the list of eligible partners: 
 An individual 

 A C corporation 

 An eligible foreign entity (defined later) 

 An S corporation 

 An estate of a deceased partner 

S corporation is considered eligible regardless of who holds the S 
corporation stock 
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Partners that are not eligible partners 
 

Reg. §301.6221(b)-1(b)(3)(ii) covers partners that will not be 
eligible partners: 

 A partnership 

 A trust 

 A foreign entity that is not an eligible foreign entity (again, defined 
later) 

 A disregarded entity (Reg. §301.7701-2(c)(2)(i)) 

 An estate of an individual other than a deceased partner 

 A person that holds an interest on behalf of another person 
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Eligible Foreign Entity 
 

Reg. §301.6221(b)-1(b)(3)(iii) – a foreign entity will be an eligible 
foreign entity, and therefore an eligible partner, if it would be 
treated as a C corporation if it were a domestic entity 

 An entity classified as a per se corporation under Reg. §301.7701-
2(b)(1), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7) or (8) 

 An entity classified by default as an association taxable as a 
corporation – Reg. §301.7701-3(b)(2)(i)(B) 

 An entity classified as association taxable as a corporation in 
accordance with an election under Reg. §301.7701-3(c) 
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Eligible Partners – Example 1 
 

XYZ LLC is an LLC taxable as a partnership and uses a calendar year.  
For tax year 2019, XYZ has four equal partners: A, B, C and D.  
Partners A and B are individuals. Partner C is a C corporation. 
Partner D is a partnership.  Can XYZ LLC elect out of the Centralized 
Partnership Audit Regime? 

 

No – since Partner D is not an eligible partner under Reg. 
§301.6221(b)-1(b)(3)(ii), XYZ LLC is not an eligible partnership 
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Eligible Partners – Example 2 
 

Assume the same facts as Example 1 except that Partner D is also a 
C corporation.  On February 1, 2020, Partner A dies and her 
interest passes to her estate.  For the 2020 tax year, how many 
partners does XYZ LLC have and will it be considered an eligible 
partnership? 

XYZ LLC will have 5 partners for 2020, A, B, C, D and the Estate of A 

Since Partner A was a partner prior to death, the Estate of A is an 
eligible partner under Reg. §301.6221-1(b)(3)(i) and XYZ LLC will 
be considered an eligible partnership 
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Eligible Partners – Example 3 
 

Partnership AB is a calendar year partnership with two partners, 
individual A and disregarded entity B.  Disregarded entity B is 
wholly owned by C, an individual.  For calendar year 2019, is 
Partnership AB permitted to elect out of the CPAR?  

 

Pursuant to Reg. §301.6221(b)-1(b)(3)(ii), disregarded entities are 
specifically included in the list of partners that will not be 
considered eligible partners.  Even though disregarded entity B is 
wholly owned by an individual, Partnership AB will not be an 
eligible partnership. 
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Eligible Partners 
 

Under §6221(b)(2)(C), the Secretary may by regulation or other 
guidance prescribe additional rules with respect to partners that may be 
considered eligible partners 

In TD 9829, the IRS mentioned the many comments received requesting 
expansion of the definition of eligible partners 

IRS acknowledged that expanding the list of eligible partners would 
result in more partnerships electing out, placing a greater administrative 
burden on the IRS 

As a result, they declined to expand the list but reserved the right to 
reconsider any expansion of the list of eligible partners “after gaining 
experience with the CPAR” 
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What can taxpayer’s do?  

The fact that tiered partnership structures will not 
be eligible partnerships eligible to elect out will 
limit this provision to many partnership structures 

Taxpayers should consider 
streamlining/simplifying holding structures, 
including the elimination of SMLLCs where 
possible, in an effort to qualify under the 
regulations 
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Restructuring Example 
 

Partnership AB is a calendar year partnership with two partners, 
individual A and disregarded entity B.  Disregarded entity B is wholly 
owned by C, an individual.  For calendar year 2019, Partnership AB is not 
an eligible partnership and is not permitted to elect out of the CPAR.  

 

On 12/31/2019, disregarded entity B’s interest in Partnership AB is 
distributed to individual C in complete liquidation of disregarded entity 
B.  Individuals A and C hold their interests in their individual capacity for 
the entire 2020 year.  For the 2020 tax year, will Partnership AB be a 
eligible partnership? 

 

 

 

 

 



Application of Election Out 
Rules to S Corporations 
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Application to S Corporations 

• To elect out of CPAR, the partnership in question must be 
an “eligible partnership.” 

• An eligible partnership issues (or is deemed to issue) 100 
or fewer K-1s during the tax year. 

• If a partnership has a partner that is an S corporation, 
then the partnership is deemed to issue all the K-1s that 
the S corporation issues. 



• Example:  Newco is a partnership with 51 partners:  50 
individuals and S, an S corporation.  S has 50 
shareholders who are individuals. 

• Result?  Newco issues 51 K-1s directly, but is also deemed 
to issue all the K-1s that S issues (50), for a total of 101.  
Newco is not an eligible partnership. 

• Don’t forget the K-1 issued to the S corp! 

Application to S Corporations 
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• Even if a partnership meets the eligible partnership test, 
each of its partners must eligible partners. 

• An S corporation is an eligible partner, even if its 
shareholders would not qualify as eligible partners. 

• Example:  Newco is a partnership with 51 partners:  50 
individuals and S, an S corporation.  S has 2 
shareholders:  a disregarded entity (DRE) and a qualified 
subchapter S trust (QSST). 

• Result?  Newco is an eligible partnership because it has 
less than 100 partners (50 direct and 3 deemed K-1s).   
Also, even neither a DRE nor a trust such as a QSST could 
be a direct partner of Newco, the rule is not violated so 
long as they are S corporation shareholders. 

Application to S Corporations 
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• Can you use an S corporation to house otherwise 
ineligible partners? 

• Yes, but there are many restrictions on who can be a valid 
S corp shareholder.  Although DREs and certain trusts will 
qualify, a partnership cannot hold stock in an S corp. 

• This rule will solve some issues, but not all. 

Application to S Corporations 
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Determining Whether to Elect 
Out/Planning Issues 
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Determining Whether to Elect Out 

• In most cases, the determination of whether to elect 
out will be driven by a variety of factors: 

• desire to avoid the non-netting aspect of the IUA 
rules 

• desire to avoid entity-level tax liabilities 

• desire to “even up” the audit playing field 

• Even where there is a desire to elect out, we must first 
determine whether the partnership meets the 
requirements and if it doesn’t whether there are 
adjustments that can be made to satisfy the rules. 
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Reasons to Elect Out 

• The non-netting aspect of the IUA rules will cause most 
timing issues to be more expensive than would 
otherwise be the case. 

• Moreover, the IRS is now incentivized to dispute normal 
allocations so as to create tax liabilities that otherwise 
would not exist. 
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Reasons to Elect Out 

• A lender may require that a partnership either elect out 
or agree to make a push-out election. 

• A lender would want this because it removes a 
potentially significant liability (taxes) from becoming an 
obligation of the borrower (the partnership). 

• Ideally, a lender will likely prefer a borrower to election 
out, with the push-out election as a back-up in case the 
partnership does not qualify for an election out. 
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Reasons to Elect Out 

• Recall that in enacting the CPAR, Congress repealed the 
TEFRA rules. 

• If a partnership elects out, it is governed by the old 
partner-level audit rules.  This makes the audit of a 
partnership with a large and geographically diverse set 
of partners much more burdensome and increases the 
risk that there will be conflicting results as to the same 
audit issue. 

• A partnership may want to interpose such obstacles to 
even up the audit field. 
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Reasons Not to Elect Out 

• Conversely, a partnership might determine that it is 
better off not electing out, even when it would 
otherwise qualify. 

• This would be the case, for example, if the partnership 
were worried that there may be some tax risk 
associated with the a specific tax asset, like a credit or 
depreciation. 
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Reasons Not to Elect Out 

• Example:  Newco is formed to undertake a 
rehabilitation project.  Newco expects that the project 
will generate a $1mm rehab tax credit.  Investor is an 
individual seeking to acquire federal tax credits.  
Investor agrees to invest $800,000 in Newco in 
exchange for a 99% allocation of all income, loss, and 
credits for the first three years, followed by a 1% 
interest thereafter. 

• If Newco is worried that the allocation of the credit to 
Investor might be challenged, then Newco may want to 
stay in CPAR, particularly if Newco has guaranteed the 
credit to Investor.  That way, any resulting liability will 
be charged to Newco, rather than Investor.  
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Planning to Elect Out 

• The two elements of electing out are the number of 
partners and the types of partners. 

• On the number front, it is important to scrutinize the 
partnership’s K-1s.   

• Are some partners getting more than one K-1 
because they have different types of interests? 

• Are DREs of other partners getting K-1s? 

• Are married couples getting K-1s 

• The same counting exercise is necessary for any for S 
corp partners. 
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Planning – Section 761 

• If the partnership violates the 100 partner rule, even 
with this scrutiny, consider whether the partnership can 
elect out of subchapter K. 

• Example:  Newco has 150 partners.  Newco elects 
under Section 761 to elect out of subchapter K.  
Accordingly, each partner is treated as owning an 
undivided interest in the assets of Newco, rather than a 
partnership interest.  The CPAR rules do not apply 
because Newco is not a partnership. 
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Planning – Section 761 

• In order to elect out of subchapter K, a partnership has 
to meet certain requirements. 

• The partnership is: 

• for investment purposes only and not for the active 
conduct of a business, 

• for the joint production, extraction, or use of 
property, but not for the purpose of selling services 
or property produced or extracted, or 

• by dealers in securities for a short period for the 
purpose of underwriting, selling, or distributing a 
particular issue of securities. 
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Planning – Section 761 

• In addition, the income of the members of the 
partnership can be adequately determined without the 
computation of partnership taxable income. 

• Note that under proposed regulations (issued in 1972), 
the election has to be made for the first taxable year 
and is filed with the first return. 

• Proposed §301.6241-5(c)(2) specifically provides that 
CPAR does not apply to taxable years for which a 
partnership return is filed solely to make an election 
described in section 761(a) (election out of subchapter 
K) 
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Planning – Section 761 

• The same 1972 proposed regulations permit a 
partnership that meets the 761(a) requirements to 
elect to be excluded on a partial basis from subchapter 
K and that election does not have to be in the first 
taxable year. 

• Note that CPAR is not technically in subchapter K, so 
query whether a partial election would work and 
whether the IRS would accept it. 

• The proposed regulations, as noted, do appear to 
respect an election out of subchapter K, but do not 
address a partial election out. 
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Electing Out -- Eligible Partners 

• If the partnership is an eligible partnership, but has 
ineligible partners, some of the same techniques would 
apply. 

• Example:  Newco has 5 partners, each of which is an 
LLC taxed as a partnership.  Newco elects under 
Section 761 to elect out of subchapter K.  Accordingly, 
each partner is treated as owning an undivided interest 
in the assets of Newco, rather than a partnership 
interest.  The CPAR rules do not apply to Newco 
because Newco is not a partnership. 

• Note that each partnership would in turn have to see if 
it could elect out (i.e., meet the number and type of 
partners tests). 
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Electing Out -- Eligible Partners 

• If the partnership has DREs, several solutions are 
possible: 

• transfer the partnership interest from the DRE to 
the DRE’s owner. 

• convert the DRE into a C corporation. 

• convert the DRE into an S corporation. 

• IF the DRE was set up for asset protection purposes, 
the first approach would defeat that purpose. 

• The second approach may be tax inefficient. 

• The third approach requires the cost and effort an 
annual tax return. 
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Electing Out -- Eligible Partners 

• If the partnership has a partner that is a trust, it may 
be possible for the trust to transfer its partnership 
interest to an S corp and then rely on the blocking 
effect of that S corp. 

• Note that there are significant limitations on the types 
of trusts that can qualify as S corp shareholders. 

• It may be necessary to amend the terms of the trust to 
fit within the S corp rules. 
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Manner of making election 
 

An election under §6221(b) must be made on a timely filed return 
(including extensions) for the tax year for which the election 
applies 

All information required by the IRS in forms, instructions and other 
guidance must be included – STAY TUNED 

Certain information must be included in order for the election to 
be valid 

Once made, election can only be revoked with the consent of the 
IRS 
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Election Out – Required Information 
 

Reg. §301.6221(b)-1(c)(2) requires that the partnership making an 
election under §6221(b) must disclose information about each 
person who was a partnership at any time during the tax year, 
including: 

 Partner’s name and correct U.S. TIN 

 Partner’s Federal tax classification 

 An affirmative statement that the partner is an eligible partner 

 Any other information required by the IRS in forms, instructions, or 
other guidance 
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Election Out – Required Information 
 

If an eligible partner making an election has S corporation 
shareholders, electing partnership must also disclose: 

 S corporation shareholder’s name and correct TIN 

 S corporation shareholder’s Federal tax classification 

 Any other information required by the IRS in forms, instructions, or 
other guidance 
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Partner Notification 
 

In addition to providing the required information to the IRS, the electing 
partnership has a duty to notify each of its partners 

Notification must be made to the partners within 30 days of making the 
election 

Notification may be in a form and manner determined by the partnership 

 This was a change in the final regulations, leaving the manner of notification up 
to the election partnership to determine 

However, it will still be important to be able to demonstrate that the 
required notification was made as prescribed to overcome any IRS 
scrutiny 
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Election out by upper-tier entities 
 

Pursuant to Reg. §301.6221(b)-1(d), an election out of the CPAR 
under §6221(b) by an upper-tier partnership will have no impact 
on a lower tier partnership in which the election partnership may 
be a partner 

As a result, the partnership, while not subject to the provisions of 
the CPAR for it’s own activity, may be impacted by the CPAR in its 
capacity as a partners in another partnership 
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Effect of election 
 

Any election under §6221(b) is binding upon the partnership and 
all partners 

If the IRS determines that an election was invalid, the IRS will 
notify the partnership in writing and the partnership will be 
subject to the provisions of the CPAR 
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Tiered Entity Election – Example 1 
 

During partnership tax year 2020, Partnership has two partners.  
One of the partners, A, is also a calendar year partnership.  A is 
owned by two individuals.  A files a valid election under §6221(b) 
with its timely filed partnership return for 2020.  Partnership, 
which is not an eligible partnership, is not able to elect out of the 
CPAR.  Notwithstanding A’s valid election under §6221(b), A is 
subject to the CPAR in its capacity as a partner in Partnership. 

 

 

 

 

 


